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ABSTRACT 
The flood magnitude for a given frequency or return period is 
estimated by fitting a probability distribution to the historical 
annual flood series. The log-Pearson type III distribution has been 
selected by the Water Resources Council for general use by the federal 
government, but practitioners should examine an annual flood series 
and use alternative distributions where they will produce better esti-
mates. Empirical goodness of fit is one criterion for choosing a dis-
tribution, but the reasonableness of the assumptions theoretically as-
sociated with the form of the distribution should also be considered. 
In theory, extreme-value distributions are particularly appli-
cable to flow series composed of the largest flow from each year of 
record. The Fisher-Tippett extreme-value function, commonly called 
the Gumbel distribution, has been widely used for flood frequency 
analysis, but it was found empirically inferior to the log-Pearson 
t y pel II dis t rib uti 0 n by the Wa t erR e sou r c esC 0 un c i 1. The G urn bel 
is, however, only one of three alternative extreme-value functions, 
and these have not been systematically investigated for applicability. 
All three are examined herein, and plotting tests are provided 
for making a selection. The generally most appropriate was found to 
be not the Gumbel distribution, which assumes neither an upper nor a 
lower bound to the possible flood flows, but rather a form adding a 
third parameter as an upper bound to the flood flow. The existence of 
such an upper bound seems reasonable hydrologically, and a maximum 
likelihood fit of this distribution to 14 stations around the world 
with over 50 years of record compares favorably with that with the 
log-Pearson type III distribution. More efficient parameter esti-
mating techniques are, however, needed. 
The plotting tests for many series were found to exhibit a break 
between two linear portions suggesting that the recorded flows may in 
fact be drawn from two or more populations. The form of a distribution 
of a series drawn as a mixture from two populations is shown theoreti-
cally to be multiplicative with respect to the two functions (rather 
than having the more commonly used additive form). A five parameter 
distribution was applied to 11 long-term sequences shown by the 
plotting test to originate from nonhomogeneous sources. The fit was 
generally excellent. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The central relationship for flood 
control and floodplain management planning is 
that between peak flow and return period. 
The relationship is established by selecting 
an appropriate distribution to represent the 
population of. peak flows, one from each year 
of record (the annual flood series), and 
estimating parameters for that distribution 
that best fit the recorded data. 
The primary criterion used to select an 
appropriate distribution has been goodness-
of-fit as measured empirically. Accordingly, 
the parameters of several distributions are 
estimated from the same data set. Some 
goodness-of-fit criterion is then used to 
choose the best-fitting distribution (e.g., 
Bobee and Robitaille 1977). The log Pearson 
type III distribution was selected for 
general use on federal water resources 
studies (U.S. Water Resources Council 1976, 
Appendix 14) on this basis. 
The Monte Carlo experiment described in 
the next section illustrates that serious 
estimating errors may arise if the distri-
bution is selected solely on the basis of 
goodness of fit. The magnitudes of these 
errors clearly demonstrate that empirical fit 
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alone does not provide an adequate basis for 
s e 1 e c t i ng a dis t rib uti 0 n . The 0 r y pro v ide s 
supplemental information. The annuBl flood 
event is the maximum or extreme value of all 
the events occurring during the year; 
therefore, extreme value theory would seem to 
provide a reasonable theoret ical base to 
explore and is examined here. Although 
extreme value distributions have been used in 
hydrology, no systematic examination of 
the theory to determine the most appropriate 
form is reported in the literature. 
The first section of this report pre-
sents the problem encountered when empirical 
f it alone is used to select a "best" distri-
bution. The second section deals with 
application of extreme value theory to stream 
flows wh ich have homogeneous sources. The 
results clearly demonstrate the usefulness of 
extreme value theory. The third section 
extends extreme value theory to the case in 
which the events in the annual series are 
random variables from two different popula-
t ions (e.g., thunderstorm and cyclonic 
events). The fourth sect ion descr ibes how 
one goes about the mechanics of applying 
these results in flood frequency analysis. 

EMPIRICAL FIT 
The problem encountered when emp ir ical 
fit is the sole criterion used to select a 
"best" distribution to describe a population 
increases as one uses the distribution to 
estimate the frequency of rarer events. It 
is sometimes suggested that no distri-
bu t ion is per fect; t heref ore, sever al may do 
an adequate job, and certainly the "best" fit 
will be close. This argument may be valid 
when the distributions are used to estimate 
probabilities or return periods for frequent-
ly occurring events. However, when estimates 
are needed for extreme or rare events, 
s e rio use r r 0 r s can res u 1 t from use 0 f a 
distribution selected on the basis of empiri-
cal fit because the probabilities of rare 
events are computed from the tails of a 
distribution, whereas empirical fit is 
dominated by the body of the data set. The 
following Monte Carlo experiment was perform-
ed to provide some idea of the magnitude of 
the problem. 
Twenty random samples, each containing 
25 values, were generated from a Weibull 
population with cumulative distribution 
function 
x ;::: 0 
F(x) 
x < 0 
The gamma distribution is considered close to 
the Weibull (Hager, Bain, and Antle 1971) and 
is a likely alternative for fitting such 
data. Both gamma and Weibull distributions 
were fit to the data sets. The method of 
White (1969) was used to estimate Weibull 
parameters, and the method of moments (Lind-
gren 1976) was used for the gamma distribu-
tion. Let FW(x) and FG(x) denote the Weibull 
and gamma distribution functions respectively 
with parameter values estimated from data. 
Goodness of fit is based upon the 
empirical distribution 
FS(x) :s; x i=1,2, ... ,n 
< x 
(1) 
where x(l), X(2), ... , x(n) are.the ordered 
data values. Two common crIterIa were used 
to judge the fit. The sum of squared devia-
t ions, i. e . , 
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ss 
for the Weibull fit or 
for the gamma fit. The second measure is a 
Kolomogorov type (denoted K) where 
or 
for the Weibull or gamma distributions 
respectively. 
AccordIng to the first measure of fit 
(SS), three times out of the 20 runs the 
gamma exhibited the better fit. In eight out 
of the 20 runs, the second measure (K) showed 
the gamma as having the better fit. This 
frequency of misclassification demonstrates a 
real possibility of selecting the wrong 
distribution with real data. 
The log-Pearson type III distribution 
is the most widely used for flood frequency 
analysis. It has been chosen from among 
several candidate distributions by first 
estimating the parameters of each distribu-
tion for each of a large number of gaged 
records (Benson 1968). Then a goodness-of-fit 
criterion which emphasizes selected flood 
flows from 2 to 100 years (U.S. Water Re-
sources Council 1976, Appendix 14) was used 
to select the best overall fit. Although 
selection of the log-Pearson type III is 
based upon fit in the right tail, estimation 
of parameters for each distribution is by 
standard me thods wh ich emphas izes fit in the 
body of the data. In certain cases, the fit 
in the right tail is poor. Even if the fit 
is good, blind application of a distribution 
selected on the basis of empirical fit can 
lead to serious error. The magnitude of this 
error is illustrated in the following ex-
ample. The 99th percentile was computed from 
both the Weibull and gamma estimated distri-
bution for each of the 20 data sets. The 
results are summarized in Table 1. In every 
case the gamma distributed percent ile 
exceeded the true value and the Weibull 
estimated value. The average Weibull esti-
mate also exceeds the true value, however the 
amount is within the expected sampling 
variation for the mean of 20 samples. 
Considerable overestimation bias is exhibited 
by the gamma distribution. This bias can be 
serious because overestimation can lead to a 
design that is too large or an estimate of 
the probability of failure of existing 
structures that is too large. Obviously, 
factors besides empirical fit need to be 
considered in selecting a distribution to fit 
a data set. 
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Table l. 
Data Set 
All 20 runs 
3 runs with 
Gamma best 
by SS 
8 runs with 
Gamma best 
by K 
Ninety-ninth 
True 
Value 
38.70 
38.70 
38. 70 
percentile averages. 
Gamma Weibull 
Estimate Estimate 
42.24 39.71 
42.58 40.04 
42.81 40.27 
F.XTREME VALUE APPLICATION - HOMOGENEOOS DATA 
Given the need to supplement empirical 
f it with theoret ical cons iderat ions, the 
purpose of this section is to evaluate 
extreme value theory as a tool in identifying 
a distribution for annual floods. It should 
be understood that in all likelihood no 
single distribution is correct for all flood 
series. For example, river basins with 
large carry-over storage or streams which 
flow only intermittently may violate the 
assumptions of extreme value theory. In the 
first case, flood peaks depend on flows in 
Lhe previous year; and in the second, a data 
set with large numbers of zero flows is not 
really an extreme value situation. 
However, if the theory can be shown 
to apply in more normal situations, the 
hypotheses of the theory are sufficiently 
general to expect it to be widely applicable. 
In this section a theoretical distribution 
is selected by matching physical character-
istics of stream flow with the mathematical 
characteristics of the various extreme value 
forms. Applicability is examined by trying 
to fit the data for selected stations 
with long periods of record from around the 
world (Table 2) used in the study of Bobee 
and Robitaille (1977). (See Appendix H.) The 
same measures of goodness-of-fit is used in 
order to compare these results with those ob-
tained from the distribution of their study. 
Extreme Value Distributions 
Before proceeding, some basic elements 
of extreme value theory need to be reviewed. 
Extreme value random variables are defined as 
follows. Let xl, x2, ... , Xn be a sample 
of independent, identically distributed, 
conLinuous random variables. Let 
(2) 
and 
(3) 
ExLreme value theory is concerned with the 
asymptotic distribution of sequences (Zn 
bn)/an and (Yn - bn')/an' as n = 1,2, ..• , 
The norming values an, b n , an', b n ' are 
dictated by the theory. The interesting 
result of the theory is that if an asymptotic 
distribution exists, there are only three 
types for Zn and three types for Yn. The 
mathematical characteristics for the random 
variables xl which determine the resulting 
distribution tor Zn and Yn are given by 
Gnedenko (1943). These results are difficult 
to use because the distribution function must 
be known. A less mathematical but more 
workable approach is suggested here. 
Table 2. Selected stations exhibiting homogeneous sources. 
Station Country River Location Drainage Record Missing Years Years of Area, Km2 Record 
bB24 Mali Senegal Bakel 218,000 1903-1966 64 
HE60 USA Susquehanna Harrisburg, PA 62,400 1891-1967 1906,1922,1927 70 
1935,1938,1951 
IB06 India Krishna Vijayawada 251,355 1901-1960 60 
BF40 Czech. Decin Elbe 51,104 1851-1968 1857,1863,1866,1873 108 
1874,1879,1884,1898 
1918,1921 
BE38 Germany Hofkirchen Danube 47,495 1901-1968 68 
BF19 Norway Gloma Langnes 40,170 1902-1968 1964 66 
CF25 USSR Neman Smalininkai 81,200 1812-1969 1944,1945,1946 155 
mE19 Canada Hope Fraser 203,000 1912-1970 59 
JE792 Canada Headingley Assinibione 162.000 1914-1970 57 
IFOO Canada Medicine Hat S.Saskatchewan 58,400 1913-1970 58 
KF62 Canada Saskatoon S.Saskatchewan 139,500 1912-1970 59 
KF53 Canada Prince Albert N.Saskatchewan 119,500 59 
hE88a Canada Amos Hurricana 3,680 1915-1969 1932,1933 53 
JF50a Canada Slave Falls Winnipeg 126,000 1908-1970 1909,1911-1912,1917 50 
Power Plant 1922-1926,1931,1934 
1939-1942,1949,1958 
1961,1962,1964,1965 
1967 
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Since flood frequency analysis deals 
with maXImum flows, only the distribution 
of Zn IS considered. The three possible 
dIstributions of Zn are (Gnedenko 1943), 
Fl(x) =exp {-exp - (X~b)} -oo<x<oo , c>O . (4) 
(5) 
c>O, a>O 
(6) 
c>O, a>O 
Qualitative characteristics of these distri-
butions are discussed in the next section. 
The assumption of independence of the xl, 
x2, ... , Xn random variables is violated 
in many applications. However, Watson 
(1952) has shown that independence is not a 
necessary assumpt ion. I f the randomized 
sequence of xi's satisfies the assumption 
for all n, the theory holds. 
The advantage of the theory is that once 
an extreme value situation is recognized one 
can legitimately confine the search for best 
fit to three extreme value distributions. 
The mathematical characteristics of the three 
distributions are very different, thus it is 
relatively easy to determine the correct one 
for a given set of data. A graphical proce-
dure is given below for use in identifying 
which of the extreme value distributions 
should be used with a given set of data. 
Determining Extreme Value Type 
Distributions (4), (5), and (6) have 
some easily observed characteristics. The 
function F3(x) is limited to some maximum 
value b (i.e., F3(x) = 1 for x> b), thus 
random variables which have an upper limit 
have extreme value form F3(x). The converse 
of this statement is not necessarily true, 
however, and va r iables wh ich are not 1 imi ted 
may also have this form (Gnedenko 1943). 
The form F2(x) is referred to as a 
"Cauchy type" because the extreme values for 
the Cauchy distribution follow distribution 
(5). Cauchy type distributions are "heavy 
tailed" and seldom occur in nature. Thus, 
distribution (5) has limited usefulness 
compared with the other two types. There is, 
however, reference to its use in Gumbel 
(1954). The form F1 (x) is the one most 
widely used and generally the only one 
explained in textbooks. 
Three simple plots constitute the 
easiest method of determining which extreme 
value distribution is appropriate. Let 
x (1), x (2), ... , x (n) represent the ordered 
extreme value data for the observed maxi-
mums. 
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For any random variable, the expected 
value of its distribution function evaluated 
at the ith order statistic is i/(n+1) where 
the sam p 1 e s i z e is n (i. e., E (F (x ( i) ) ) 
i/(n+1» (Lindgren 1976). Define Ei = 
i/(n+1). Note that from Equation 4 
(7) 
Note that the relat ionsh ip in Equat ion 7 is 
linear i~ XCi). Substi~ut.ing Ei for F(X(i» 
In EquatIon 7 and plottIng XU) vs. In (-In 
F(x(i) identifies data from a population 
wltn distribution function F1(x). If 
EquatIon 4 is appropriate the plot will be a 
straight line as illustrated in Figure 1. If 
the data are from any other distribution, the 
plot will.not be a straight line. 
The plot wh ich 
F2(x) population is 
5 it follows that 
ide n t i fie s d a t a from an 
similar. From Eq ua t ion 
- a In (x-b) + a In c (8) 
Thus if data are from a population with 
distribution F2(X), the plot of 1n(x(i) -
b) vs. ln (-In Ei) will be a straight line 
with negative slope as illustrated in Figure 
2. The parameter b must be estimated before 
the plot can be made. Estimation of parame-
ters is considered later. 
The third plot which identifies F3(x) 
is motivated from Equation 6 in the same 
manner, i.e., the plot of ln (b - x(i» vs. 
In (-In Ei) is a straight line with positive 
slope as illustrated in Figure 3. 
As discussed by Bobee and Robitaille 
(1977), the physical limitations of meteoro-
logical phenomena and bas in character ist ics 
wh ich control river flow suggest that flows 
are bounded by an upper limit. Thus it seems 
that the most logical distribution for the 
statistical description of flood peaks is 
F3(x). Figure 4 verifies this choice for 
the K ym i j ok i R i v e r in Fin 1 and. I tis ve r y 
evident from a glance that the data are 
linear in this case. In less obvious cases, 
standard analysis techniques can be used to 
test for linearity (the existence of higher 
order polynomial effects). 
In order to interpret the plot for 
F 3 (x), it is use f u 1 toe x am i net h e s hap e of 
this plot if the data were to originate from 
a Pearson or log Pearson type III distri-
bution. Relative to these distributions, if 
floods are bounded above,the general shape of 
ln (b - XCi»~ plotted against ln (-In Ej) 
is a curve, concave as viewed from the left. 
If floods are bounded below, the plot will 
appear as a curve convex as viewed from the 
left. Note that for this plot an upper bound 
is estimated as if the distribution were 
F3(X) even though it is not. 
- F2 (x) F2 (x) .- w w w 
E E E I I I F2 (x) - -
-= -= -= 
x In(x-b) In(b-x) 
Figure 1. Straight line 
plot. 
Figure 2. Straight line 
with negative 
slope. 
Figure 3. Straight line 
with positive 
slope. 
1.5+ 
0.0+ 
-
-
IJJ 
-c: 
-1.5t 
c: 
-3.0+ 
-4.5+ 
t---------t---------t---------t---------+-----
3.50 4.20 4.90 5.60 6.30 
In (b-x) 
Figure 4. Verification for the Kymijoki River in Finland. 
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It IS interesting to note that in the 
work of Bobee and Robitaille (1977), both the 
Pearson type III and log Pearson type III 
distributions introduce an apparent inconsis-
tency. In some cases an upper bound for 
annual floods is appropr iate and in others a 
lower bound is used. The Pearson and log 
Pearson distributions are not even consistent 
for a given data set. In some cases the 
Pearson distribution calls for an upper bound 
while the log Pearson calls for a lower 
bound. It seems that if an upper bound is 
valid due to meteorological and geographical 
limjtations, it would be valid for all 
systems. The switch in boundedness is due to 
the inability of the Pearson and log Pearson 
type III distributions to accommodate both 
positive and negative skewness for a given 
bound (upper or lower). 
Estimation of Parameters 
Although the concept of limiting flood 
is reasonable, its magnitude is difficult to 
estImate from geographical considerations. 
It was found, however, that the flow esti-
mated for a given frequency is very insen-
sitive to the value chosen for b as long as 
it is relatively large. Therefore, ordinary 
maximum likelihood estimates of all of the 
parameters were used. 
The distribution F3(x) is a transformed 
Weibull, i.e., if the F3(x) is transformed 
by y = -x the distribution of y is Weibull 
with the same parameters as F3(x) (b is 
negative). Therefore a program available 
for maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of 
Weibull parameters (Harter and Moore 1965) 
was used (Appendix G). This program and 
other procedures described later in the 
report requires that the data be ordered. A 
FORTRAN program for this purpose is found in 
Appendix A. 
Some difficulties were experienced in 
applying ML methods. In general, the computer 
program was expensive to run and, in addi-
tion, required several passes to find ac-
ceptable scale factors and initial values. 
The resulting estimates were highly dependent 
on these values even when the convergence 
criterion for the computation was met. In 
some cases, a better fit was obtained using a 
less s tr ingent convergence measure. These 
problems motivated additional research not 
directly connected with this project. 
This research resulted in a computation-
ally more efficient method of estimation 
developed for all extreme value distributions 
(Kwan 1979). This method of estimation does 
not depend upon sensitive convergence cri-
teria. These results were obtained too 
late to be incorporated into the comparisons 
made in this report. It is felt that improve-
ment in the goodness-of-fit statistics for 
some of the streams reported in the next 
section could be obtained using the new 
method of estimation. 
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Goodness-of-fit Comparisons 
The result of fitting F3(x) to the 
same data used by Bobee and Robitaille (1977) 
(Table 2) to evaluate the Pearson and log 
Pearson type III distributions is given in 
this section. Maximum likelihood estimation 
(with its accompanying difficulties) was 
used. The same goodness-of-fit statistics 
used by Bobee and Robitaille (1977) are used 
herein. These statistics are derived from 
three formulas for expected probabilities of 
order statistics referred to as the Hazen, 
Chegodayev, and Weibull formulas. A detailed 
description of the goodness-of-fit computa-
tions is given in Bobee and Robitaille 
(1977). Briefly the measures are based upon 
the relative deviations, 
q(T) = Q(T) - D(T) * 100 D(T) 
where D(T) represents the empirical (data 
value) for recurrence interval T, and Q(T) 
represents the value estimated from the 
fitted distribution. The recurrence intervals 
T = 2, 5, la, 20, 50, and 100 were used. The 
average absolute deviation (i.e., ~lq(T)I/L) 
is given in Table 3, and the average of the 
quadratic deviations (i.e., ~q(T)2/L) is 
given in Table 4. FORTRAN programs for 
these computations are found in Appendices D, 
E, and F. The goodness-of-fit values for 
the log Pearson type III distribution and 
for the distribution and method of fitting 
;udged best by Bobee and Robitaille (1977) 
(Pearson type III) are also tabulated in 
Tables 3 and 4 for comparative purposes. 
It is impossible to interpret the 
information on Tables 3 and 4 without viewing 
plots of these data sets. The plots are 
shown in Figures 5-18. 
It can be seen that Figures 5, 10, and 
17 (for stations bB24, jF50a, and BF19 
respectively) have linear plots indicating an 
F3(x) distribution. The goodness-of-fit 
statistics tabulated in Tables 3 and 4 
bear out this choice as the fit for F3(x) 
is best for the data at these three stations. 
The "s" shape of the plots in Figures 7', 8, 
11, 12, 13 and 18 indicate that neither 
F3(x), Pearson type III nor log Pearson 
type III distributions are .appropriat~. 
These plots underscore their Importance In 
fitting data. Whenever several distributions 
are fit to given data, one will always have 
a "best" fit. However, none of those tried 
may be appropr iate. The plots ident ify 
these cases. 
One physical explanation for a situation 
in which the data do not plot as a straight 
line is that they may not come from a single 
homogeneous source. The effect of non-
homogeneous sources is investigated in the 
remaining sections of this report. The very 
good fits in association with the plots 
clearly establish extreme value theory as a 
viable tool for describing annual flood 
events. 
Table 3. Mean of the absolute relative deviations. 
Pearson Type III log Pearson Type III F3 (x) Station 
Ha Ca Wa H C W H C W 
bB24 1.4 1.i 2.1 1.8 1.7 2.1 1.6 1.4 1.6 
hE60 3.6 4.0 4.9 3.7 3.5 4.3 7.5 5.4 5.4 
IB06 3.4 2.9 3.4 3.3 3.8 4.7 7.4 7.4 8.3 
BF40 3.6 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.7 4.8 7.7 7.8 8.4 
BE38 3.1 2.9 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.7 2.1 3.9 
BF19 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.5 4.1 4.1 3.4 3.9 4.0 
CF25 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.6 7.4 6.1 6.5 
mE19 2.7 2.2 3.4 2.5 2.1 3.3 3.4 2.8 3.8 
jE792 7.6 5.8 6.1 6.2 5.1 4.8 6.4 6.3 6.8 
iFOO 2.9 4.1 5.9 4.2 5.9 7.7 15.8 17.1 15.5 
kF62 4.8 4.5 4.5 4.8 5.8 5.8 10.4 11.3 11.3 
kF53 6.6 4.6 6.8 6.6 4.8 8.5 13.7 11. 2 14.5 
hE88a 1.4 1.8 2.8 1.7 2.5 3.5 1.8 2.3 2.5 
jF50a 4.4 3.6 4.4 3.8 3.4 4.2 4.2 4.4 5.4 
a H = Hazen Formula 
C = Chegodayev Formula 
W = Weibull Formula 
Table 4. Mean of the quadratic deviations. 
Pearson Type III log Pearson Type III F 3 (x) 
Staticm 
Ha Ca Wa H C W H C W 
bB24 2.9 4.1 9.4 4.3 5.1 11.2 5.0 3.4 4.6 
hE60 13.4 17.6 32.3 18.9 20.8 41.3 101.0 56.9 56.9 
IB06 20.4 21. 2 28.2 24.0 32.1 43.6 87.7 95.8 121.1 
BF40 18.0 21. 9 2'3.7 21. 9 27.7 30.9 75.7 80.1 91.4 
BE38 16.2 10.2 7.0 11. 0 7.1 8.7 9.6 8.1 20.9 
BF19 14.5 17.7 19.7 15.7 19.6 22.2 1.4.0 17.2 19.3 
CF25 14.2 15.2 16.0 17.6 18.4 20.1 95.1 72.45 77 .2 
mE19 10.7 6.6 20.7 10.6 5.8 22.7 14.2 10.7 19.8 
jE792 81.4 47.8 49.5 47.6 33.1 33.7 59.4 63.6 72.9 
iFOO 11. 4 19.2 40".9 29.2 45.1 72.8 297.0 351.0 228.9 
kF62 23.9 20.7 21.7 26.0 34.5 35.8 122.7 157.2 163.6 
kF53 81.3 41. 3 82.0 55.6 26.8 122.8 312.0 192.4 380.4 
hE88a 2.6 4.5 11.5 4.4 7.6 16.5 4.2 6.9 8.2 
jF50a 31.7 13.8 21. 7 21.7 13.3 22.2 22.7 24.1 37.1 
aH = Hazen Formula 
C = Chegodayev Formula 
W = Weibull Formula 
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Figure 15. Station KF62--Saskatoon River. 
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Figure 16. Station DF53--Prince Albert River. 
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EXTREME VALUE APPLICATION-NONHOMOGENEOUS DATA 
Somet imes, the break s in the s lopes of 
the lines in plots like Figures 5 through 18 
are because the data come from more than one 
distribution. This section of this report 
explores the theoret ica 1 aspect s of fit t ing 
distributions to such nonhomogeneous flood 
data. A method of estimating the parameters 
of the new extreme value forms is given and 
the fit evaluated for several streams ex-
hibiting nonhomogeneous sources. Identifica-
tion of nonhomogeneous data by graphical 
methods is su~gested. 
Mixture Distributions in Hydrology 
Pr ior to the observat ions of Ashkanasy 
and Weeks (1975), Potter (1958) noted the 
mixture of random variables in the statisti-
cal distribution of floods. He used the 
standard mixed distribution for the case of 
two components, 
(9) 
where Gi(x), i = 1,2 are the distribution 
functions of the first and second components 
of the mixture respectively. The parameters 
Pi, i = 1,2 are such that Pi > 0, i = 1,2 
and Pl+P2 = 1. Estimation of the parameters 
in Equat ion 9 is very d iff icult because PI 
and P2 must be estimated in addition to all 
of the parameters of both Gl (x) and G2(x). 
Additional work by Hawkins (1972, 1974) 
documents other problems associated with 
fitting such mixed distributions. 
Canfield and Borgman (1975) used 
reliability theory to provide a much more 
adequate approximating distribution. Their 
results have direct application to choosing a 
distribution of annual peak flows in hy-
d rology in that they provide a theoret ical 
foundation which gives primary consideration 
to the shape of the right tails (high flow 
side) of the distributions involved. Speci-
fically, they showed the distribution of the 
extreme in a sequence of mixture random 
variables to be 
(10) 
where the components Fi(x) and Fi'(X) are 
extreme value distributions (4), (5), or (6). 
Note that the parameters PI and P2 can be 
absorbed by reparameterization so that 
Equation 10 can be rewritten, 
F (x) = F i (x) F i I (x) . (11) 
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thereby reducing the number of parameters in 
the distribution. Because of its theoretical 
basis, a distribution of this form should 
have the correct tail characteristics. Note 
that the tail shape in Equation 9 is a 
weighted average of the tails of Gl(x) and 
G2(x), whereas the shape of Equation 11 is 
a product of the tails of Fi(x) and Fi'(x). 
Even if two extreme value distributions are 
used in Equation 9, the tail shape is not 
necessarily correct. 
Estimation of Parameters 
The usefulness of the distributions 
described in the previous section depends 
upon 1) the availability of techniques 
for estimating parameter values and 2) a 
theoretical justification of the distribu-
t ions. Theoret ical just if icat ion depends on 
the applicability of extTeme value theory as 
discussed above. A graphical method of 
determining the best parametric form of 
Equalion 11 and of estimating the parameters 
is given in this 'section. 
Graphs should always be used as a part 
of data analysis for annual floods. They are 
the easiest method for selecting from among 
the three extreme value types as discussed 
previously, and in addition they easily 
identify nonhomogeneous sources. Application 
of homogeneous distributions to nonhomoge-
neous river data can lead to serious blun-
ders. The graphs should be plotted and 
reviewed to make sure that this is not 
happening. 
In most applications, as discussed 
previously, the third extreme value distri-
bution applies, thus the form of Fi(x) and 
Fi'(x) in Equation 11 is the same for both 
i and i'. However, the parameter values will 
be different for Fi(x) and Fi'(x). Thus, 
the graphical method used in the previous 
discussion on homogeneous data applies here. 
Correct parametr ic forms are ident if ied as 
straight lines as noted previously. For 
nonhomogeneous data, two or more straight 
lines are found. 
The data used for this part of the 
research were those obtained from Bobee 
and Robitaille and identified by them as 
being nonhomogeneous. (See Appendix H.) 
Graphs of the annual flood peaks for eleven 
of the rivers, plotted as illustrated by 
Figure 3, are shown in Figures 19 to 29. As 
before, F3(X) is used for Fi(x) and Fi I (x) 
(i.e., i=I'=3). 
Thus 
FCx) 
(12) 
The bound parameter b was taken to be the 
same for both components. Numerically, b is 
the,most difficult of the three parameters to 
estImate and the one to which the distribu-
tion is least sensitive. 
A least squares estimation technique 
r epor ted in Canf ield and Borgman (1975) was 
Improved and used to estimate the parameters 
of Equat~on 12. Let h(i), i = 1,2, ... , n 
be the Ith order statistic of n annual 
maximum flood flows. Estimates of the 
parameters in Equation 12 are taken to be 
those values which minimize, 
n 2 
l/J=l.: [E(ln F(hC,»)-ln (F(h(i»)] Wi 
i=l 1 
where Wi is a weight factor such that 
W = i 
var 
var 
(In F(h(i») 
(In F(h(i») 
(13) 
(14) 
and E(.) is the expected value operator. 
The variance -of 1n F(h(i)) is defined by 
zi = var (In F(h(i») = E[ln F(h(i» 
2 
- E(ln F(h(i»)] . (15) 
The values of E(ln F(h(i))) and var (In 
F(h(i))) a,re nonparametric and may be 
computed uSIng numer ical i nt eg r at ion by the 
trapezoid rule. 
E [In F(h(i»] 
(i_On/(n_i) ! I11n F (h (i)) [F(h (i)) ji-l 
o 
2 
E[{E[ln F(h(i»]-In F(h(i»}] 
2 2 
E[{ln F(h(i»} ]- {E[ln F(h(i»]} 
n! ( i 1 
(16) 
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Lindgren (1976), page 218, gives the density 
function of the ith order statistic and, page 
113, the expectation of a function of a 
random variable. For convenIence let, 
ELi = E [In F(h(i»] 
2 
ELSQi = E[{E[ln F(h(i»]-In F(h(i»} ] 
Yi = b - h(i) 
From this information, Equation 13 can be 
rewritten as 
n 0. 1 0. 2 2 
l/J = L {ELi +S 1Yi +S2Yi } Wi i=l 
0. 1 0. 2 
= L {~ ELi + SlYi ~ +S2Yi 
i=l 
2 
~} 
(17) 
A FORTRAN program for computation of ELi 
and ELSQi are found in A~pendix B. Esti-
mat ion 0 fa, a I, can d cis a c c om p 1 ish e d 
by estimating a and S and then solvIng for a, 
ai, c and c l respectively. 
In order to minimize Equation 17, 
appropriate partial derivatives of l/J are 
evaluated and set equal to zero. 
a (18) 
a (19) 
.9..!t = 
n 0. 1 n 0.1+0. 2 L WiELiYi InYi +S 2 l.: WiY i In Y. da1 i=l i=l 1 
n 20. 1 
+ Sl l.: WiYi In Yi a (20) i=l 
l:L= 
n 0. 2 n 0. 1+0. 2 L W.EL.Y. In Yi + Sl L WiY i In Y. da-Z i=l 1 1 1 i=l 1 
(21) 
Solving Equation 18 for S2 yields, 
(22) 
Substituting for 6 2 
solving for 9 1 gives 
in Equation 19 and 
. (23) 
The result of Equation 23 is substituted into 
Equation 22 to yield equations for both 81 
and 82 which involve the parameters ct.1 
and a2 as .the only unknowns. These equat ions 
are substItuted for 81 and 82 ie Equations 
20 and 21 giving two equations in two un-
knowns ... al and a2. This system of 
equations can be solved numerically using the 
IMSL (1977) library subroutine ZSYSIM. Given 
t his sol uti 0 n a sa, the est i rna t e 8 0 f 8 i s 
computed from Equations 21 and 23:- Initial 
va lues of a1 and a 2 are req u ired in ZSYSTM. 
These are obtained as the slopes of the lines 
observed in the graph (e.g. see Figures 19 
through 28). Appendix C contains FORTRAN 
programs for these estimates. 
A Burroughs 6700 computer was used to 
solve for.Q. Since the Burroughs or any 
other computer system is finite, a scaling 
factor was found to be a computational 
necessity, i.e., Equation 17 becomes 
. (24) 
For convenience 81 and 82 are redefined 
so that Equation 24 may be written 
* where 8i 
a. 
1 (sf) 8 i , i = 1,2. 
. (25) 
For 8 of the 11 data sets used in this 
study, an adequate scale factor was the 
difference between the specified maximum 
flood and the first order statistic or 
smallest of the maximum yearly floods: 
sf = b - h(l) . (26) 
The other three data sets required manipula-
t ion of the scale factor to insure that no 
numbers got too large or too close to zero 
for the computer to handle. Of course, 
la~ger and more powerful computer facilities 
would lessen the importance of the scale 
factor. 
The rivers for which data were obtained 
are shown in Table 5. Estimates of the 
parameters for each river are shown in Tables 
6 and 7. It was found that the value of W in 
Equation 25 was very insensitive to b for 
large values of b. Therefore in order to 
cons erve comput er time, b was es t ima ted by 
using a few passes to arrive at an "approxi-
mate" estimate. This procedute could be 
automated so that no hand preparat ion is 
necessary and slightly better estimates could 
be obtained. However, very little improve-
ment is expected. 
Goodness-of-fit Nonhomogeneous Data 
The same goodness-of-fit statistics as 
described previously and used by Bobee and 
Robitaille were used for these data. Since 
the data (empirical) values of river flows 
for the selected return periods were not 
available for these rivers in Bobee and 
Robitaille's (1977) work, they are shown here 
in Tables 8, 9, and 10. 
Table 5. Selected stations exhibiting nonhomogeneity in source. 
Drainage Years 
No. Station Country River Location Area, Record Missing Years of 
Km2 Record 
1 hE1833 Canada Saguenay Isle-Maligne 73 ,000 1913-1970 58 
2 aB36 Mali Niger Dire 340,000 1924-1968 43 
3 aB72 Mali Niger Koulikoro 120,000 1907-1968 62 
4 aE85 USA Penobscot W. Enfield 17,090 1902-1967 1913,1928,1944 60 
1951,1960,1964 
5 CG60 Finland Kymijoki Pernoo 36,535 1900-1968 69 
6 cG81 Finland Vuoksi Imatra 61,280 1847-1968 122 
7 BF42 Poland Oder Gozdowice 109,365 1901-1968 1945 67 
8 CF28 Sweden Vanerngota Vanes borg 46,830 1807-1968 162 
9 DF09 USSR Neva Novosaratovka 281,000 1859-1969 1942 90 
10 jE9955 Canada Assiniboine Brandon 92,000 1902-1970 65 
11 JE791 Canada Red Emerson 104,000 1913-1970 58 
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The associated river heights (Q(T)) as 
estimated by Equation 12 using the respective 
parameters in Table 6 are shown in Table 10. 
The goodness-of-fit statistics are tabulated 
In Table 12. 
It is instructive to view the plots 
of these rivers. Shown in Figures 19 to 29 
are the plots for each river. The C1 
axis is In ( b - X ( i) ) and the C L axis is 
In(-ln(i/(n+1)). The maximum likelihood 
estimated value of b has been used. 
The Saguenay River (Figure 19) manifests 
a straight line plot and may have nearly 
homogeneous sources, although the two largest 
floods could be from another source. The 
Niger River, location Dire (Figure 20) 
and location Koulikoro (Figure 21), exhibits 
two sharply different components. The 
Penobscot River (Figure 22) appears to have 
homogeneous sources with close to a straight 
line plot. Figure 23 does not exhibit a 
clear indication of two sources, although 
there seems a tendency toward two straight 
lines. Its estimated parameters indicate 
likewise, a = 2.30 and a' = 2.30 with c = 
388.32 an c' = 410.86--very close to identi-
cal components. The Vuoksi River (Figure 24) 
Table 6. Maximum flood flow b (in m3 /S), scale 
factor sf, and parameters estimated 
from Equation 25. 
No. b sf ct 1 ct 2 81 82 
25000 22630 16.33 8.67 4.26 0.001 
2 3000 1053 3.53 719.68 3.74 0.52 
3 21000 17354 14.05 14.05 0.14 6.06 
4 18000 17179 0.91 27.57 0.005 2.92 
5 700 562 2.30 2.30 2.34 2.06 
6 2500 2167 14.55 2398.16 9.82 4.90 
7 6000 5293 22.89 6.69 2.06 1. 40 
8 1300 1047 6.55 6.59 0.25 11. 32 
9 6000 4000 4.89 6.46 0.02 8.56 
10 670 347.9 8.98 1.03 0.013 0.14 
II 3100 1200 9.31 0.87 5.6 E-4 0.04 
Table 7. Parameter estimates of a, a', c, and 
c' for each station. 
No. b a a' c c' 
25000 16.33 8.67 20706.33 49696.00 
2 3000 3.53 7.19 724.52 1053.96 
3 21000 14.05 14.05 19932.25 15265.06 
4 18000 0.91 27.57 5605113.20 16523.166 
5 700 2.30 2.30 388.32 410.86 
6 2500 14.55 2989.16 1852.06 2165.81 
7 6000 22.89 6.69 5128.49 5033.41 
8 1300 6.55 6.59 1297.56 724.48 
9 6000 4.89 6.46 8904.89 2869.71 
10 670 8.98 1. 03 563.86 2303.15 
II 3100 9.31 0.87 2683.34 49293.56 
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Table 8. Data values D (T) (in m3 / S) as inter-
polated between adjacent observa-
tions by the Chegodayev method. 
T in Years 
N0. 2 5 10 20 50 100 
4655 6125 6766 78ll 9166 a 
2 2335 2562 2641 2664 2677 a 
3 6250 7066 7670 9065 9590 a 
4 1738 2342 2342 3124 3929 a 
5 454 545 578 614 648 a 
6 703 794 881 933 ll39 ll57 
7 1350 1875 2418 2759 3474 a 
8 627 726 773 809 927 945 
9 3300 3762 4000 4118 4500 4560 
10 154 252 423 509 622 a 
11 540 836 1283 1532 2300 a 
aBeyond the range of the data. 
Table 9. Data values D(T) (inm3/S) as inter-
polated between adjacent observa-
tions by the Hazen method. 
T in Years 
No. 2 5 10 20 50 100 
1 4655 6111 6761 7714 9128 9244 
2 2335 2561 2640 2661 2677 a 
3 6250 7041 7649 8964 9552 9676 
4 1738 2339 2650 3081 3777 4251 
5 454 545 577 614 646 655 
6 703 794 880 931 ll38 ll53 
7 1350 1867 2412 2700 3401 3655 
8 627 726 733 806 927 937 
9 3300 3750 4000 4100 4500 4540 
10 154 251 422 498 613 644 
II 540 835 1253 1518 2149 2607 
aBeyond the range of the data. 
Table 10. Data values D(T) (inm3/S) as inter-
polated between adjacent observa-
tions by the Weibull method. 
T in Years 
No. 2 5 10 20 50 Hj,) 
4655 6170 6775 7987 9224 a 
2 2335 2563 2643 2670 a a 
3 6250 7103 7701 9216 9648 a 
4 1738 2346 2673 3188 4156 a 
5 454 546 579 615 652 a 
6 703 794 881 935 ll42 ll64 
7 1350 1888 2426 2848 3583 a 
8 627 727 773 814 927 973 
9 3300 3780 4000 4145 4500 4589 
10 154 255 425 524 636 a 
II 540 841 1310 1567 2528 a 
aBeyond the range of the data. 
has two or possibly three nonhomogeneous 
sources. The Oder River (Figure 25) has two 
components, however the definition is not 
sharp. The Vanerngota River (Figure 26) has 
well defined components and the Neva River 
(F igure 27) appears to be homogeneous. The 
Assiniboine River (Figure 28) and the 
Red River (Figure 29) have sharply defined 
components. 
The goodness-of-fit for the first ten 
s tat ions is excellent. The f it for the Red 
Table 11. Computed flood flows Q(T) (in m3~) 
for selected return periods. 
T in Years 
No. 2 5 10 20 50 100 
1 4754 6112 6961 7740 8699 9382 
2 2347 2526 2617 2688 2760 2803 
3 6153 7303 8015 8664 9455 10015 
4 1699 2364 2796 3212 3779 4278 
5 448 546 589 619 646 660 
6 694 829 913 990 1084 1150 
7 1351 1988 2407 2772 3192 3470 
8 617 725 787 840 901 941 
9 3290 3727 3976 4190 4433 4594 
10 151 262 413 542 618 644 
11 552 902 1174 1622 2546 2852 
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River is not as good although it does fit 
well the Weibull method of observed flood 
discharges. Perhaps the largest maximum 
yearly flood is an outlier (see Figure 29) as 
it is much larger than any other flood on 
record. Alternatively, it might be the only 
observation from a particular source popula-
tion. It is impossible to achieve a good 
est imate of the parameters of a populat ion 
with only one observation. 
Table 12. Goodness-of-fit statistics. 
Mean of the Mean of the 
Absolute Quadratic 
Deviations Deviations 
No. Hazen Chegodayev Weibull Hazen Chegodayev Weibull 
1 1.9 2.2 2.9 6.3 7.9 11.0 
2 1.4 1.4 0.9 2.7 2.7 1.0 
3 3.0 3.0 3.3 10.6 11. 1 13.4 
4 2.3 3.0 3.5 9.2 11.0 22.0 
5 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 
6 3.4 3.5 3.6 16.1 16.0 16.0 
7 3.4 3.0 3.9 18.8 20.5 31. 0 
8 1.8 1.8 2.1 5.3 4.7 5.8 
9 1.1 1.0 0.8 1.6 1.2 1.0 
10 3.1 3.1 2.8 17.9 13.6 7.8 
11 8.6 7.1 4.8 97.9 57.9 35.8 
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Figure 19. Station No. 1--Saguenay River. 
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Figure 21. Station No. 3--Niger River, Kou1ikoro. 
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Figure 22. Station No. 4--Penobscot River. 
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Figure 23. Station No. 5--Kymijoki River. 
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Figure 24. Station No. 6--Vuoksi River. 
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Figure 25. Station No. 7--0der River. 
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Figure 26. Station No. 8--Vanerngota River. 
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Figure 27. Station No. 9--Neva River. 
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Figure 28. Station No. lO--Assiniboine River. 
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Figure 29. Station No. ll--Red River. 
FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
The following steps are offered as 
guidelines for flood frequency analysis 
based on extreme-value theory as presented 
in this report. 
1. Select a value for b in the order 
of two or three times the magnitude of the 
largest flood of record and plot the data in 
the form of Figure 3. 
2. If the plot in Step 1 is linear, 
estimate parameters a, b, and c (Equation 6) 
and apply the results for estimating flood 
frequency. 
3. If the plot in S~ep 1 is curved, 
some other distribution IS probably more 
applicable, and alternatives should be 
cons idered. 
4. If the plot in Step 1 exhibits a 
break, estimate parameters a, a', b, c, and 
c' (Equation 12). This is done by sub-
stituting Equations 22 and 23 in Equations 20 
and 21 and solving for al and a2, estimating 
81 and 82 from Equations 22 and 23, using 
these four values to estimate a, a', c, and 
c'. Computer programming lists are presented. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The original objective of this research 
was to develop and evaluate an extension of 
extreme value theory for application to 
estimating flood frequency relationships for 
river flows drawn from nonhomogeneous popu-
lations. Before doing so, applications to 
homogeneous data were cons idered, and a 
functional form that limits flows to a 
maximum value was found preferable to the 
widely used Gumbel form. A relationship was 
then derived for fitting data mixing two 
distributions. The goodness-of-fit statistics 
indicate excellent fit for these mixture 
distributions (except when one of the sources 
has very few observed values). 
The mixture distribution, however, 
has five parameters and therefore should 
23 
be capable of fitting a wide variety of 
data sets. The real justification for its 
application lies in its basis in extreme 
value theory. It was demonstrated that 
extreme-value distributions provide excellent 
f it for many river systems. The method of 
estimation (maximum likelihood) had some 
inherent difficulties which may have produced 
some of the poor fits. More efficient 
estimation methods are now available and 
should be tested. 
Finally, ext reme -va lue theory may not 
apply to all river systems. A large carry-
over storage may, for example, violate the 
hypothesis of the theory. However, the 
results of this study indicate that the 
theory does apply to many systems. 
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Appendix A 
Program ORDER 
THIS PROGRAM READS THE YEARLY MAXIMUM FLOOD DATA OF A RIVER, 
ORDERS THIS DATA INTO ASCENDING ORDER, AND THEN STORES ThE 
DATA UN DISK FOR FUTURE ANALYSIS. NECESSARY INPUT IS THE 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF THE RECOqD AND THE ACTUAL DATA. H IS THE 
NU~BER OF YEARS OF DATA RECORD. X IS AN ARRAY FOR THE DATA 
ITSELF. 
l(KIND=DISK,TITLE=~SAGUENAY/DATAR) 
DIMENSION X(200) 
M, THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF DATA IS READ. 
READ(S,/)M 
THE DA1A IS READ FREE FOR~AT AND STORED IN ARRAY X. 
READ(S,/)(X(I),I=l,H) 
THE DATA IS, ORDERED IN ASCENDING ORDER, THUS X(I) IS THE 
SMALLEST AND X(M) IS THE LARGEST MAXIMuM YEARLY FLOOD. 
NESTED=M 
L=Nf.STED-l 
DO 2(1 J=l,L 
NE S TF. D=NF. S TEO-l 
DO 20 l=l,NESTEO 
IF(X(I)-X(I+l»20,20,30 
SAVE=X(I) 
XCll=X(I+1) 
X(l+1)=SAVE 
CONTINUE 
wRITE(b,lOO)M 
FORMAT(lX,' THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF RECORD=',I15,11111) 
WRI1£(6,200) 
FORMAT(lX,' THE ORDERED MAXIMUM YEARLY FLOODS',III) 
wRITE(l,tOl)(X(I),I=l,M) 
WRITE(b,120)(X(I),I=1,~) 
FORMAT(lX,5FI0.1,/) 
FORMAT(lX,F12.2) 
ORDERED DATA IS SAVED ON DISK. 
LOCK 1 
STOP 
END 
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w 
c 
c 
c 
C 
F 1 Lf. 
FILE. 
C 
o 11(1 
11 
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Appendix B 
Program INTEGRATE 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATFS THE EL(I), fLS~(I), AND ~(I) At 
~UMf~lCAL INTf&DATION wITH THE TRAPtZOID RUL~. ~, T~f 
~UMBEP OF YEARS OF DATA, IS THE O~LY REQUIRED INPUT. 
C IS THE STEP SIZf. 
?(~IND:OISK,lITLE="SAGUFhAY/EL") 
3(KIND=DJS~,TITLf="SAGUENAY/~") 
IMPLICIT OOUbLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION EL(200),ELSQ(200),w(200) 
C=O.OI 
H, THE NU~bfR OF YEARS OF DATA, IS READ. 
REAO(S,/)M 
O=M 
wRJTf(b,tl0) 
F OwM A T ( 1 X I 1 bY., , E L (l ) , ,25 X, I E.L SQ (l ) , ,25 x, , \oj ( I ) , , III) 
DO 1 I=l,M 
ELO):O. 
ELSQ(l)=O. 
IF(I.E~.J)GO TO 2~ 
GO TO 13 
TIA=DLOG(Fl) 
T1Asw:(OLOG(Fl»-·2. 
T2A=Fl**CI-l) 
T3A:(1.-FIJ*.(M_J) 
A=TIA*T2A*T3A 
~S~:TIA5Q*T2A*T3. 
GO TO J4 
4:0. 
ASQ:O. 
F2=C 
T 1 8 : 0 L (I G ( F 2 ) 
T18SQ=(DLOG(F2»··2. 
T28=F2**U .. l) 
T3B:(J •• F2)*_CH.I) 
B=Tlt:l*T2t:i*T38 
8SQ:lluSa*T2H*T38 
ELCI):(AtB) .. C/2. 
ELSq(I)=(ASQ+SSQ)*CI? 
GO TO J 0 
FJ=C/4. 
F2aC 
GO TO 11 
10 
15 
100 
200 
C 
Az:8 
ASGI=HSQ 
F2=F2+C 
IF(F2.GT.I)GO TO IS 
Tlb=DLOGCF2) 
T1BSY=(DLOG(F2»··2. 
T2f3:F2*.cr-l) 
138=(1.-F2)~*(M-J) 
B=TP~*T28*T3R 
bSQ=TJBSQ.T2k.T3B 
EL(I)=EL(I)t(A+~)·r.12. 
ELSQ(!)=ELSQ(I)+(ASQt85Q)*C/2. 
GO TO III 
~L(I)=FL(I)*D 
ELSQ(r)=EL5Q(I)~D 
~(I):ELSQ(1)-(EL(J».·2. 
W(I)=l./~(l) 
~RIT~(b,100)~L(I),rLS~(1),~(I) 
FOR~AT(lX,3F30.12) 
(I = D. 01- I ) 11 
ClJNTINUE 
WRITl(2,20U)lEL(I),1=1,~) 
~~ITe(3,200)(W(r),J=',~) 
FORM~T(lX,Fqo.15) 
THE tLCI) ANO weI) A~f STORED ON DISK FOR FUTU~F. USF. 
LOCK 2 
LOC .... 3 
SlOP 
fNO 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
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Appendix C 
Program FLOOD 
THIS PROGPA" FI~DS ES1]~AT~S FUR THt PARAMETERS ALPH4(1), 
ALP~A(2), THETA(J), AND THETA(2) 
Rf()UIREt~ INPUT HJCLUDE.S ,~, THF. 'lJUM6E"R of 
YE.RS UF THE DAT~ RfCO~r,B8, THE MAXIMUM POS5IBLE FLOOD 
HEIGHT, AND ec, THE SCALl FAtTOR. THE ORD~P~D FLOOD D4TA, 
THE tL(I), AND THf Z(J) Akl READ INTO ARWAYS X, EL, AND ~ 
RESPECIIV~LY (l~F WeI) ~kE C0MPUTED A~O SlORED I~ AkR4Y w 
DYPING EXlCUTION). THF MINr~I2ATJON P~OCFS5 J5 ACHIEV~D WITH 
A SURROUTINE FROM THE I~SL (lq77) LIBRARy CALLFD ZSYST,.., 
THIS SUB~OUTINE REQUIPES AN fXTfRNAL FUNCTION (F), 
TwO CONVERGENCE CRJTfRIA (E.PS AND 'lJSIG), THE NU"'6[R OF 
UNKNUWNS eN), lHf ~AXIMU~ NUMBER of ITfPATIO~5 OF THE 
EXTERNAL fUNCTION F (I1M~){), " wURK .AREA Of" COMPIIHR 
STO~-Gf.. (W.4), AN ARP.AY J;(I~ PASSING PA""I"IE.TFkS (PAP, wHICH 
IS NOT USED IN THIS STUDY), A~ fkRO~ ~E5SAGE VARIABLE C!ER), 
AND 5 T A\ R T I r~ G V A L U E 5 r 0 R 1 H f /l L P HAS. THE S T A I·n I I\,j G V A. L LI t S 
FOR ALPHA(1) AND ALPHA(~) AR~ COMPUTED FPO~ THE O~DEQfD 
DATA.. OUTPUT CONSJSTS OF ALI"IPA(t), ALPHA(2), THFTA(l), 
THETA(2), IT~AX, ANn I~R, TH~ ERROR MESSAGE. lER:O ~EANS 
THE R t: 1& R E' NO E PRO R 5 A N I) ,., I N J M J Z A T I a ~J WAS Le.Jti P L E HOT U THE 
ACCURACY SPECIFlf~ BY lH~ CONVF.Rr.f.NCE CRI'~r.IA. 
FaR ~O~E DETAIlE~ INFORMATION ON THE SUBROUTlNE ZSYSTEM, 
SEE THE IHSL (1477) Lr~~ARY. 
1 (K I N D = DIS I<. , T1 T L f. = " ( 8 7 8 0 7 3 ) 5 A G IJ E 1-4 A Y /0 A T A " ) 
2(KINO=DISK,TITLE:"(878073)SAGUENAY/fL") 
3(KIND=DISK,TITLE="(87~n73)SAGUENAY/~") 
EXTERNAL F 
DIMENSION A.LPHA(2),WA(20),rAR(2)'XP~G(200),YREG(200) 
CO~MON M,B8,CC,X(200),~(200),E'L(20u),T~ETA(2),Y(2UO) 
f.PS=l.OE-Q 
NSIG=5 
N=2 
ITHA.X=100 
IEk=O 
H--THl NUMbER OF YEARS OF DAlA, B~·-THE MAXIMUM POS5IRLE FLoon 
HEIGHT, AND CC--Thf SCALE FACTOR ARE READ. 
kfAf)(S,/)M 
REAO(S,/)BB,CC 
THE URDERED OATA, THf fL(J), ANO THE ZeI) ARE. ~FAD INTO ARR.VS 
X, EL, AND W REsPfCTIVfLY. 
~E AD ( 1 , 101) (X ( I) , I ~ I , M) 
f· 0 FH1 A T ( 1 )( , f 1 2 • 2 ) 
Rf.AD(2,20~)(ELCI),I:I,M) 
READ(3,200)(h(}),1=1,H) 
FOR~AT(lX,F40.IS) 
THE ~(I) ARE CALCULATf~. 
Do 23 I=!,M 
w(l,=W(I)/W(M) 
CONTlNUE 
STARTING VALUES ARE DET~RMINED FOk ALPHb(l) ANO ALPHA(2). 
SU MX1=O. 
SUMyt=O~ 
SUMxYl=o. 
SUMXlC!cl). 
DO 15 1=1,,", 
~R~G(1)=ALOG(BP..X(T» 
YHEG(I):ALOGC.ALOG(I/CM+I.,» 
31 
SUMXl=5UMX1+XREGCI) 
SUMY~=SUMYltYRf.G(I) 
SU~XYl=SU~XYJtXREG(I)*~~E~(I) 
SUMXX1=SUMXXJtXPfG(I)·*r 
15 CONTINUE 
XtBAR=SUHX1/'J. 
YIBAR=5LJMYl/lJ. 
ALPHA(1)=(SUMXYt-q.*XIHbR*Y18AR)/l5UHXXl-4.*~lb~R*.2) 
SUMX2=o. 
SUMY2=O. 
su"nY2=O. 
SUMXX2=O. 
DU Ih J=M-3,,., 
X J:< F G ( J) =oA °L (j G ( B b -)( (J ) ) 
YREG(J)=ALuG(_ALOG(J/(~+l.») 
SU~X2=SUMx2+xRfG(J) 
SUMY2=SUMY2+YR~G(J) 
SUMXY2=SUHXY2+XRfG(J)·YR~G(J) 
SU MXX2=SUMXX2tx REG(J>**2 
16 CONTINUE 
X28AR:SUHX2/4. 
Y28A~=SUMY2/a. 
ALPHA(2)=(SUMXY2-1J.*~2bbK*Y2BARl/(SUMX~2-4.*X2tlAR.*2) 
WRIT~(~,50)M,8~,CC 
SO FORMAT(tx,'THE ~U~BFR OF YEARS OF THE DATA RfCORD=',JJ5,11, 
*1X,'THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLf FLOOD HfIGHT=',I1S,//,1~, 
~ 'THE SCALE FACTor=',J15,1/) 
WRITECb,bO)ALPHA(1),ALP~A{2) 
bO fORMAT(lX,'THE STAPTI~G VALUES ,kf',I,lX,'ALPHA(1)=',FI5.5, 
* 5X,'ALPHA(2)=',F15.5,1/1/1) 
C ZSvSTM IS CALLED TO MINI~IZ[ F.QUATlClN (20) AND OUTpUT THE 
C fSTIMATEO PAR~METERS. 
CALL ZSYSTM(F,EPS,N&JG,N,ALPHA,IT~AX,~A,PAP,IE~) 
~RITE(b,70)ITMAX,IfR 
70 FORMAT(lX,'NUM5EP or ITFRATlu~S OF EXTERNAL fU~CTI0~=',J5, 
.. /1,lX,'EF?P.O~ HE.SSAGE=',IS,/IIII) 
wRITE(b,8(') 
eo FORMAT(tX,'PlRAMETf R fSTI~ATES ARE',II) 
~RJTE(b,qO)ALPHA(t),~LPHA(2),THETA(1),THETA(?) 
90 FORHAT(1X,'ALPHA(1)=',F20.10,5x, 'ALP~A(2)=',F20.1~,I/,lx, 
* 'THtTACI)=',F?O.10,5X,'THF.TAl2)=',F2 0 .10) 
STOP 
END 
######u###########################################################H######### 
fUNCTION F(ALPHA,K~,PAR) 
C THIS FUNCTION EV~LUATfS lHf TWO fQUATJONS IN TWO UNKNO~NS. 
DIMENSION ~rL(ZOO),WLX(2nO),~ELX(200),jLPHA(2),PAR(2) 
CO~~ON M,BO,tC,X(200),~C20n),EL(200),THETA(2),V(200) 
tlO 10 I=I,M 
wEL(I)=~(I).lL(I) 
Y(I)=(~B-X(I»/CC 
wLXCll=W(I)·ALOGCYCI» 
10 wELXCI,=wLXCll*fl(J) 
A3=2 ••• LPHA(1)'AU=2.*ALP~A(2)'A5=ALP~A(1)+ALPHA(2) 
Zl=O.IZ2=O.;Yl=O.'Y2=O.JY3=O.'YQ=~.,Y5=O.;Y~=O.'Y7=O.'Y8=O. 
Bl=O.IB2=o.,a3=O.'B~=O.I~5=O. 
DO 20 1=1,'" 
YAt=YCI)**ALPHA(l) 
YA2=Y(I).*ALFHA(2) 
32 
YA3=Y(1)**A3 
YAU=Y(l) •• A4 
YA5=¥(1)**AS 
Zl=Z1- wfl (l)*YAl 
Z2=Z2-~El(1)*YA2 
Yl=yl+W(l)-YA3 
Y2=Y2+w(1)"'Y~4 
Yl:Y3+W(J)*YAS 
Y4:ya+wELX(!)*YAl 
Y5=yS+wLXCI)*YA3 
Y6=YctWLXCI)-VAS 
~7:Y7+WELX(1).Y~2 
20 Y8:Y8tWLXCI).YA4 
TH1=(Z'·V2-ZZ'Y3)/(Yl*V2-v3*Y3) 
TH1=ABS(TH1) 
TH2=(Zl-T~1.Yl)/Y3 
TH2=ABS(THZ) 
ALPHA(l'=Ao8(ALPHA(1» 
4LPHA(2)=AbS(~LPHA(2» 
GO TO (5~,5b),KK 
55 F = Y 'H 1 H J • Y 5 t p i 2 * Y b 
THETA(1)=THl 
THfTA(2)=TH? 
RI:-TUI-(N 
50 f=Y7+THJ*V6tlH2*Y~ 
THt:TA(1)=THl 
THfTA(Z)=TI12 
fiE.TURN 
END 
#################################u#u#u####uu##########n#nu####u#######U#P 
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Appendix D 
Program PFHTS 
THIS PROGRAM IS AN INTERACTI~E (TEqMINAL> PROGRAM. 
GIVEN A DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION F(X) OF THE FORM OF 
EQUAT I ON (8) OF CHAPT ER 2 ,.rHERE C AND C' HA~JE BEEN 
REPAqAMETERIZED AS THETA(I) AND THSTA(2) AS IN 
EqUATION (20) OF CHAPTER 3, FOR ANY X (FLOOD HEIGHT)< 
F(X) THE PROBABILITY THAT ANY POSSIBLE FLOOD IS 
LESS THAN OR E~UAL TO X IS EVALUATED. THUS THE 
SELECTED RETURN PERIODS OR RECURRANCE INTERVALS 
9 C- CAN BE FOUND BY FINDING SOME X (TO THE NEAREST 
10 C- INTEGER) WHICH YEILDS THE DESIqED F(X) PROBABILITY. 
11 C- REQUIRED AS INPUT ARE BB--THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE 
E C- FLOOD HEIGHT, CC--THE SCALE FACTO~, ALPHA(!), ALPHA(2), 
13 C- THETA(I), AND THETA(2)--THE PARAMETEqS OF THE 
14 C- PARTICULAR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION F(X), AND X--THE 
15 C- FLOOD HEIGHT FOR ".'HICH F(X) IS DESIRED. F(X) MAY 
! 6 C- BE POUND FOR AS MANY X VALUES AS REQUI~ED. 
17 C- \.THEN FINISH~D SIMPLY ENTER ?END AND A NEVI 
18 C- F(X) MAY BE EXAMIt--.'ED OR ONE MAY LOG OFF THE 
! 9 C- COMPUTER AS DESIRED. 
IDO DIMENSION ALPHA(2),THETA(2) 
150 v.TRITE(6,160) 
160 160 FORMATe IX, - ENTER BB AND CC-) 
200 READ(5,/)BB,CC 
250 WRITE(6,170) 
260 170 FORMATe IX,-Et\TER ALPHA(I) AND ALPHA(29-,1) 
3 00 READ (5, I) (ALPHA ( I ) , 1=1 ,2) 
35 0 VIR 1 T E (6 , 1 80 ) 
360 180 FORMAT( IX,· ENTER THETA(I) AND THETA(2)-,?) 
4 00 READ (5, I) (T HET A ( I ) , I = I ,2) 
450 1 WRITEC6,190,END=99) 
469 190 FORMAT( IX,· ENTER X-,/) 
500 READe5,I,END=99)X 
600 Y=(BB-X)/CC 
700 F=EXP(-THETA(I)*Y**ALPHA(I)-THETA(2)*Y:*ALPHA(2» 
800 vTRITE(6,IOO)F 
850 100 FORMAT(IX,"F(X)=",F20.15,/) 
900 GO TO I 
1000 99 STOP 
liDO END 
34 
Appendix E 
Program EPROB 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THF EKPtCT~D PPURABILITV OF A 
C MAXIMUM YEARLY ~lUOD Rfl~G G~E4TE~ THAN OR EQUAL TO A GIVEN 
C HEIGHT LISING THE O&SERllfD [')AlA RECORD. THI:SE PROBAIHLITlES 
C ARE ESTIMATED USP~G THf THRlE FOP./-1ULA£ 
C -- HAZEN, CH€GODAVEV, A~D wEIBULL. TH~ DESIRED RECUPQA~Cf 
C INTERVALS OR RETURN PE~IOVS ARE FOUND bV LINEAR INTER-
C POLATION 8ET~~~N THE T~n OHSERVED FLOOD H~IGHTS wHnSE 
C EXPECTED PROBAdILITIES ~~ACKEl THE DFSIRfD PPOBA~ILITY. 
C REQUIRED I~PUT IS THE NUMBf~ OF YEARS ~F TH~ DATA R~CORD 
C AND THE DATA IT5FLF. ~ IS THE NUMdER OF yEARS OF U'TA ANO 
C X IS AN ARHAy FOQ THE FL00D kECOHO. 
FILE 1(~IND:DISK,TI1Lfa~SAGUFNAY/DATA") 
DIMENSION X(20n".fAZPR(20~),CHEGP~(~On),wEIBPR(200) 
C M, THE NUMBER OF YfARS OF DATA, IS READ. 
RE..AO(5,/)"'I 
C THE FLOOD DATA IS READ INTO AR~AY ~ FRO~ DISK. 
READ(l,lOl)(X(I),J=l,~) 
JOI FOR~AT(JX,F12.2) 
C £XPECTED PPOBA~ILrTJf.S Akf CALCULATED. HAZP~, C~tGPR, 
CAN 0 wEI 9 P R ARE An PAY 5 f- 0 P THE P P 0 A ~ ~ I LIT H S Fa U N D tI 5 I ''; G T H f
C HAZEN, CHEGODAYEV, ~ND wEJHULL FORMULAF RESPFCTlvELY. 
ITtST=M/2.-t. 
DOlO 5 I = IT EST , ~1 
HAZPRCJ)=CCM-I+l.)-u.5)/P1 
CHEGPR(I):((M-J+I.)-O.3)/(tl+O.Q) 
~EIBPR(I)=(M-I+l.)/CM.l.) 
105 CONT HJlJf 
WRITE(b,200) 
200 FORMAT(lX,' EXPfClfD PROH~bILJTlfS',IIIII) 
w~ITE(b,qq) ~ 
99 FORM"T(,x,SX"['AT~",32x,' HAlfN',25x,'CHF.GODAYEV·,t Q X,' wF.IBul.L') 
wRITE(b,JOO) (X(I),HAZP~(I),tHEGPq(I),WEIAPR(I)'I=ITEST,M) 
100 FORMAT(lX,F12.2,18X,3F3n.lb) 
5TO" 
END 
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Appendix F 
Program DEVIATION 
C THIS PROGRA~ COMPUTfS THE MEAN OF THE A~SOLUTE P~LATIVE UEVI-
C .AlIONS AND THE HFAN QUArp.ATIC DEVIATION RtTwfEN A GIVEN 
C DATA SET AND ITS PREDICTING DISTRI~UTIO~ FUNCTION FUR A 
C SELECTFD SET OF ~fTU~N ~fRIODS AS DESCh18ED IN CHAPT~R 4. 
~ HAZEN, CHEGODAYEY, AND ~EIBULL APE TRFATED AS DIFFERENT 
t METHODS. REQUIRED INPUT 1NCLUDFS 1H, TC, AND TW, THE NUMPER 
C OF SELECTED RECUP~ANCE JNTERY~LS FOR THF HAZEN, CH~GOD~vEV, 
C AND ~EIBUlL METHODS R~SPF.ClIVELY. THE P~EDIC1ED FLOOD HEJGHTS 
C UF THE ESTIHA1EO DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIO~ ARE ObTAINED FRO~ 
C THE INTE~ACTIYE PROGRAM PFHTS A~O APE I~PUT AS A~P.AY PF. 
C THE EXPECTED FLOOD HF.JGH1S FOR THE SELECTED RETURN PE~IODS 
C ARE FOUND USING THE pnVGPAM PROB AND LlNEAR IrJT[QPOLATION 
CAN 0 A R fIN PUT A S A R RAY S E F H , E F C, A tW E F II; FOR 1 H F. H A ZEN, 
C CHfGODAyFV AND ~EIBULL METHODS RESPECTIVELY. 
DIMENSION EFH(lO),EFC(ln),EFwcl0),PF(10),H(10),C(tO),~(10),PRel0) 
PR(1)=.SIPR(2)=.R1PR(1)=.9JPRC~)=~qS1PR(5)=.q8IPRe6)=. qQ 
C TH, le, AND TW , THE NU~'8t:R OF RETIJRN PEfHCI[)S, H'E READ. 
RfADCS,/)TH,TC,Tw 
C THE PREDICTED FLOOD HEIGHTS ARt RfAD INTO AHR~Y PF. 
READ(S,/) (PF(I),I=l,&) 
C THE EXPECTED FLonD HfI6HTS ~RE READ INTb _RRAYS EFH, EFC, 
C AND EFW Rf5PECTIV~LV. 
READ(S,/) (EFH(I),I=l,TH) 
READCS,/) CEFC(!),I=l,TC) 
READCS,/) (EFWCI),T=I,T~) 
I<IRITt(b,lO) 
10 FORMAT( IX,' PROBABILITY',2X,' pR~DICTED HEIGHT',SX,tHAZEN"R~, 
* , CHEGODAYfV',bX,' Wfl~ULL',/) 
WRITE(h,?Q)(PR(I),PF(J"EFH(I)'lFC(I),EF~(I),I=1,b) 
20 FORHAT( lX,rl0.2,8~,FA.?,AX,FA.2,8X,F8.2,8X,FB.2) 
C ME4N A8S0LUTE AND MEAN ~UADPATIC DlVIATTO~S ARE COMPUTED 
C FOR fAC~ METHOD EHPLOYI~G THREF. DO LOOPS USING EQUATIONS (23) 
C AND (24) OF CHAPTEp~. THE SMALLeR THE DEVIATIONS THe HETlER 
C THE FIT. 
DIFFH=O.'DIFFc=n.;DIFfw=O.,DHS=O.'DCS=O.'D~S=O. 
DO J 1=1,TI1 
HeJ)=ABS((PFCY)-EFHCI»/EFH(I)*lOO.) 
Ii IF f H = D IFF H Hq 1 ) 
UHS=Dt,S+H (I) *H (1) 
CONTINUE. 
DO 2 I=l,TC 
C(Y)=ASS(PFCI)-lFCCJ»/EFC(I)*1 00.) 
DIFFC=DIFFC+C(I) 
DCS=DCS+CCI)·C(I) 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I=l,TW 
~(I)=ABS((Pf(I)-EF~(I»/EFw(I)*100.) 
D 1 F F it< = 0 IFF \oj ... ··w C I ) 
DwS=uwS+W(I)*wCI) 
3 CONTINUE 
AOIFFH:DlfFH/rH 
ADJFFC:OIF'FC/TC 
A D IFF I'j = [H F F WIT 1'1 
ADHS=OHS/TH 
AOCS=DCS/TC 
.A 0 III S = l) W 5 / T W 
WRITE(b,toO) ADIFFH,ADIFfC,ADIFF~ 
100 FORMAT(IIII,' MEAN Of THE ~8S0LfJTE. PELA1IVE' DEVIATJONS',111,10)(, 
•• HAZEN',F20.2 ,1, 5X,' CHEGODAYfV',F2 0 .2 ,1, ~x,' ~fIBULL', 
* F?O.2 ,1111) 
W~ITE(b,200) ADHS,ADcs,An~s 
200 FORMATe 5X ,. MEAN QUA~RATIC DEvIATION',III, lOx,' H4ZEN', 
* F20.2 ,I, bX, 'CHEGOD~VF.V',F20.2 ,I, qX,'~EJbULL',F20.2 ) 
STOP 
E NO 
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Appendix G 
Program MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
DOUBLE PR~CISJC~ TCton),THETA(S~Ol,E~(~~O),X(~6),V(5S),SL,SL~,EL~~ 
1,R,'NG,Ft,2~K,C(~~O~,S~ 
t NPl T 
~.SA~PLF ~Tl~ (e~~O~t (F~Sr~l~Gl'~.'oC C~ LES~ ~S 01~E~SIC~F.r. 
sSf~~ fF ~c~i~ Jj~'~~TFR T~E'A TJ ~~o~~ 
SSU.' IF ~CALE PAFA~ETE~ T~ETA 15 TC EE E5TI~ATFO 
552.0 IF S~APF PA~A~fTFR K IS K~O~~ 
--SSt.1 IF" ~~APF.F-A"A"'EtE-"C !C TS Tn ~, FSTI~AHr 
SSjzO IF 'DeATIer-. PAR4~~TF~ c J~ I(r..C""~-
55]:1 TF LrCATIC~ P~RA~FTF.~ r Is TC B~ ESTt~A1Er 
T(l).!.T~ (~tFR ~'ATJSTIC CF 9A~FLF CI~l,~) 
(S~~5TJT' Tf ELA~~ CAPOS Fep ~~K~OWh C~hSn~FC C~S~~vATlr~s) 
M.~LMB~~ OF re~f~VAlIOhS REMAINThG AFT~~ Cfh6C~!hG h.~ ~RC~ AeCVE 
c:(t).I~TTTAL FSTT~A'fE cnlol KNO\l;h \lALLf) CF C 
THETA(1 ).ThtTJAL FSTI~AT~ (O~ K~~~h VALLf) CF T~ETA 
fK(1 ).TNITIAL FSTT~ATF (C~ K~C~~ ~ALUE) CF ~ 
~Fh~Uf\'8E~ r.F CeSF"V.AnC"S CE~SORE''' FRC~ EE'LC~, t\CJ;~jlL'f n HITTALL 
OUTPuT 
~,SSl,SSi,S!3,~,C(t),T~E'T.(t),E'~(1),~~ •• SA~E AS FCP IhPLT 
C ( j f iii F S T r~ Af~- AF-n k j. t r T t ~ A n (' ,.. S (C ~ 1<'" t ~ ~ v j L LJ F" ) Cr C 
T~FT.A(Jlz~STJ~ATF AFTF~ J.t ITE'~'TJC~S «(P K~(~~ ~AlLE) CF T~E'A 
F~(J)a F:STJ~ATf AJ:TFP .I-I !TEI:;ATIC~S (r~ I<~("~ \l4LUE") CF I( 
(M4ir~u~ VALLF e, J AS g~ESF~TL~ CI~f~5rC~~C IS ~5nl 
E'La~ATU~AI LCGAFlITH~ OF Lr~!Lr,",CGC FOliO CCJ), T~~TA(J',F.K(J) 
~EFFI(E"CF. 
~A,(TE1t;H.-'--Fr~ Al\-r: ~on~r,---ALR~t ""., ~A)""LF·l hELI~CCt FSTT-
~dTIO~ C~ T~F PA~A~FTE~5 CF GA~~4 ANC ~~T~LLl ~C~LLATTCNS 
F~C~ rn~~LFTf A~t FRO~ C~~SO~Er SA~PLE~, TEC~~C~ET~ICS, 
7 C' <) b S ), 6 ;fC;. 6" 3. F Ff~ A fA ,- q n q b 71, t C; ~ 
IFft'd e6,~t-,71 
77 EN.,., 
n ("fJ j ---e:, iJ -, tl If, ! 2 
32 E /~C~ 
31 F'LN"'cO. 
E'''' ~ .~fR­
MRPcr-R+t 
I'IM.~.toI+1 
r. rr 31.r -- T II to. t.,. ; ~ 
fIaT 
3" ELN~.ELN~+tLCGCEJ) 
-IF Di~) b-6,-~-Ta----
DO 75 J.l,tJ~ 
EI=r 
., S --- 1.1 N~it L I\i V.ol-nT£TI-- ---- ----------
35 00 30 J=l,~SO 
37 
'1 
Ir(J.,) ~~,cS,37 JJ- j .T . -------
SI<.Q. 
SL-n. 
-DO -tl---r.MIf"~,-';'-----
SK.SK+(T(t)·CeJJ»)·.EK(JJ) 
IF(SSI)7",e 
T~ETA(J).T~!TA(Jj) 
GO TO q 
IF(~I() &6,tC;,c O 
TH[fll JTi t fSl< + (ll<. .fFl*TT Off,-.C rJ J) ),. .. EK (J J' 'In , .. " ( I • lff( (J J)) 
20 
GO TO Q 
)(t).TI-ETA(JJ) 
LS.o 
37 
1')0 21 La! ,'515 
LL=L·1 
LPwL+l 
l{(LP).(Cll 
ZPK.«(TC~~F).C(JJ)/X(ll)**FK(JJ) 
Y(L)=.FK(JJ).(F~.~~~)/.(L)+fK(JJ)*5K/~(L)**(E~(JJ)+1.).~~(JJ)' 
1 (E. N';' ~ M ) .. CT pI , .-C ( J J ) ) * .. F I< (J J ) I Ie (L ) * * C E k ( J J l+ 1 • ) - E ~ Fi * E K ( J J ) ·1 ~ 1<111 
2DExP(-ZRkl/(XCL).(1.-DEXPC-ZRK»)) 
IF(YCL)' ~~,?!,S~ 
S 3 L S at S~ 1 . - -- .' 
fF (LS+L) 5e,Ss,~8 
SI.I l.S-UI+l 
JF (LS.l) ~e,S6,~p 
5S X(LP)a.~'YCL) 
,GO TO b' 
56 x{LP)al.S'X(L) 
GO TO ~, 
S~ IFCYCL1*Y(Ll») ~n,7~,~q 
SQ I.LaLL-t 
GO TO 58 
6n ~(L~).X(l'+Y(L)·(~Cl)-X(Ll»/(Y(LL}·Y(L» 
-61 IF-cfAijs-ii(,LFf1~i(l.'f';1.E-~Zj1 '-),73,21 
21 r(1NTI~LF 
7~ T~ETA(Jl.Y(LP) 
q fK(J)aEK(JJj 
10 IF(SS2) J?,t2,tt 
11 CU 17 Ie~~P,~ 
i 7 S L = 5 (-.-b Lt (; ( rr fT;C ( J J ) ) 
Y (llaEK (J' 
L s:o 
co ~t La, ,~~ 
Slkan. 
DO 18 r=toI~p,~ 
1 A -S-L K • Stll+ (CL C'Gl Tn) -c rSJyr. eu')\, TT}oI ~Ta ( J) ) ,. rT (1 ) • C t J J , ) ... X (L , 
l LaL-t 
lP:L+l 
)t(U',.lC(L) 
ZRK.«l(~~P)-C(J~)/THETA(J»*·~(L) 
Y(L).(~M_~~R'~(l.IX(L).DLCG(T~ETACJ»)+SL-SL~/T~ETA(J)** 
.oX CL 1+ CFN. FW)" (nC-Or; CTR£T A ('J) ). 
+CLOG(T(~)-C(JJ'».CT(M)·C(JJ)'*.~(L)I 
iTHETA(J)*'~(L)+f~~*1R~.(CLCG(Z~k)/X(L»*C~~~(·2~~)1 
! ( t • --o!): P- (Ii lR'1C')-) 
rF(Y(Ll' ~3,5"u~ 
~3 LSaLS-l ~ 
, rF( t S-n-) lr" 1ft;, trr--
I.IlJ LSlllS+l 
TF(LS-Ll ~7,1.I~,~7 
tt~ 'X t t Ftra-; ~-y-rtr ----
GO TO 50 
~b x(L~).1.5*~(l) 
"GO --r-c-~u -
1.17 IF(YCL)*VCLL» I.Iq,52,~e 
l.Ie LL-lL-t 
G-O TO-47 
I.Iq X(LP).X(L'+Y(L)*(~(L)·~(LL»/(Y(LL).Y(L» 
50 I~ COASS(xtLP)-XCL)'-I.E-Q) 52,~2,~t 
5 t--- -roN i!1\1Jt ,--,-, ---.-
52 EI«J).)(Lr:) 
12 CeJ).CCJJ) 
6l I F C 55 I} 1'5. Z-S ,. r 'I 
14 IF(1.-~I«Jl) tb,7~.78 
18 IF(SSl+SS2) ~7,S7,le 
16 x(t).CeJ) 
LSaO 
no ~3 L=t.~~ 
38 
1 S 
70 
71 
72 
22 
23 
2" 
57 
2S 
38 
51(1=OJl 
S~:r(\~ 
nO 15 r.~p~,,,, 
SK1.S~t+(TCrl-X(L)'**(E~(J'·1.1 
S~.SR+l.*(T(r)~X(L') -
I~L:L-l 
LI'·L+t 
X(LP).x(L' 
ZRK.«T(~~F).X(L»/T~rTA(J)l**Fk(Jl 
Y(L).(t •• FK(J»)*SR.FK(J)*eSK1+(~~.E~)*(T(~).~(L»*.(E~(J)-I.» 
l/THFTA(J).*FK(J).F~~*FK(J)'ZRK'rEXP(·2PK)/(el(~~P'-.(L»*(l.· 
11)~xp(·2pn» 
rF(V(~" ~q,2~,40 
LS=LS-I 
IF(LS+L) ?n,ut,70 
LS=lS+1 T ~ ( L S-~ L) ? n , ~ 2 , iil 
X(LP)a.S*Y(L) 
GO TO 2~ 
X(LP)8.5*v(Ll+.5*TC1) 
GO TO ~? 
IF(V(~)*Y(LL') 72J2~,1t 
Ll=LL-t 
GO TO 7(1 
~rLP).Y(Ll+YrL)*(·(Ll.~(LL»/(V(LL)·Y(L» 
JF(nAB~(X(lP).X(L»·'.E.~)2~,2~i21 
C(JNTJ~l;F 
C(J).X(lP' 
GO TO- cis 
C(J)aT(l) 
IF'C~R) b6,3e,eCf 
DC 63 I.';~ 
TFCC(J)+l.~.U.T(T» 6~,~7,~1 
"'~."'R+l 
C(I~.T(I) 
IFC"'F1) b6,6Cfd1 
51(.0. 
SLao. 
CO 36 r.,..l::Ip,,,, 
SKaSK+(T(T)·ceJ»'*FKeJ) 
S L I: 9[ + -r, L C r. (f n ). n J ) , 
ZRK.(T(""~~)_C(J»)/TMET6(J)'*E~( J) 
FL=~L~~.(F"'.F~~)*(DLCG(FK(J».E~( J'*OLOG(T~ET4(J)).(E~(J)·1.'*SL· 
t(s~+(r~.~~)*(TC~).C(J»)**E~{J))/CT~ET4(J'*.F~rJ)).E~~.CLOGC1.·CExP 
2(-Z~I<l1 
IF(J-3) ](1,27,27 
27 fF' t t A IrS (C ( J ) • t ( J J , l. 1 • F.-. tr) 28, ~ P. , ~ 0 
1(10 
TF (DABS(T~ETj(J).T~FTA(JJ)·1.F.~) 2~,2q,~C 
IF(OA8S(F.~(J)·F.~(JJ»·1.E.~)100,100,3r 
cC~Tf~W~ 
PRJ"T I, I 
~ETLRhi 
~.e~(j) 
A""G.TM~TA(J) 
FCFTLFI"" 
8TOl= 
~c VH"LO POt~T' 
39 
STATTON 
~B24 
H40 
:)140 
3500 
~200 
4(:8i) 
~.fJU 
J85(} 
1541) 
'."')50 
7G20 
e£:~ 0 
r~16() 
.0730 
17000 
l7 1lC 
3?90 
3GO:~, 
4?'"{;' 
:~45(i 
5;).](1 
710'-', 
4330 
60i)l.~ 
6650 
70~i 
76-1b 
8330 
Si70 
10817 
12700 
STAT~ON 
LaG6 
7190 
li)i{·78 
[ i.J.05 
12979 
14033 
15647 
17680 
25902 
STATION 
SF4<) 
543 
lill 
1P5 
1265 
1317 
1452 
1565 
1717 
193(1 
2124 
2385 
2643 
2940 
4058 
90.58 
i0495 
1 i i22 
13068 
14132 
15816 
17908 
26873 
587 
1117 
1181 
1265 
1350 
1474 
1565 
1742 
1930 
2146 
2400 
2666 
2975 
4143 
COUNTRY 
SENEGAL 
1880 
3600 
4301) 
4850 
545(; 
5310 
7300 
341}0 
3760 
43:5:) 
4870 
5450 
6410 
7600 
COUNTRY 
U.S.A 
4390 
GOGO 
6850 
7079 
765( 
8410 
9170 
111.00 
13705 
501.') 
6115 
:;853 
7i40 
7820 
8410 
8175 
1.141)0 
14000 
COUNTRY 
INDIA 
9915 
10613 
li374 
13113 
14220 
15872 
17970 
27073 
10017 
10793 
11500 
13260 
14242 
16009 
18511 
29768 
COUNTRY 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
585 
1138 
1181 
1269 
1354 
1492 
1575 
i768 
1940 
2158 
2410 
272:5 
3100 
4450 
610 
1138 
1188 
1270 
1360 
1488 
1601 
1845 
2038 
2250 
2515 
2815 
3172 
4822 
Appendix H 
Data Used in Analysis 
fH~JER 
SENEGAL 
LOCATION 
BAKEL 
2750 
3480 
3770 
440(i 
5070 
5450 
64=~·:" 
7530 
2850 
3550 
3840 
4460 
52130 
5450 
6570 
8170 
2850 
3561) 
:3840 
:}5~)O 
L154{j 
9070 
2890 
3560 
4180 
4620 
5330 
'5590 
7,)00 
9940 
R!VER LOCATION 
SUSGliEHANNA i-j,ARR I AEL.'RA 1 PA. 
50_= 
6230 
6910 
7150 
7870 
844() 
9400 
116(10 
17400 
5040 
6450 
6940 
7390 
7951 
8670 
957i 
l"L 700 
21000 
51,)0 
6500 
698(, 
750,:, 
81.00 
8720 
10100 
1~780 
5150 
6513 
7050 
7500 
8160 
8820 
10700 
11800 
RIVER 
KRISHNA 
i_OCATION 
l.JIJAYAWADA 
10204 
10813 
12091 
13465 
14503 
16380 
18888 
10212 10360 
10878 10882 
12399 12560 
13528 13582 
14520 15396 
16524 16782 
19879 20970 
10458 
10916 
12912 
13686 
15514 
17372 
23501 
RIVER 
ELSE 
LOCATION 
DECIN 
726 
1149 
1205 
1282 
1372 
1522 
1610 
1848 
2040 
2284 
2540 
2850 
3343 
1038 
1160 
1207 
1283 
1396 
1527 
1618 
1853 
2040 
2301 
2565 
2876 
3600 
1046 
1166 
1234 
1300 
1429 
1546 
1643 
1874 
2083 
2373 
2800 
2937 
3770 
1058 
1172 
1246 
1312 
1454 
1561 
1702 
1915 
2109· 
2379 
2626 
2937 
3779 
40 
STATION 
BE38 
947 
1250 
1340 
1461} 
1730 
1890 
2050 
2390 
2810 
956 
1250 
1350 
!480 
1760 
1.900 
2070 
2400 
2830 
STATION 
BF19 
1157 
1533 
1734 
1878 
2106 
2255 
2312 
2515 
3429 
1267 
1557 
Ins 
1910 
2i33 
2256 
2321 
2582 
3543 
STATION 
CF25 
810 
1240 
145() 
1650 
1750 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2700 
2700 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3500 
3900 
4600 
6200 
STATION 
IIIE19 
5130 
7420 
7840 
8470 
8720 
9520 
10300 
11600 
870 
1250 
1500 
17G~) 
1800 
1950 
2000 
2100 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2700 
2800 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3500 
3900 
4700 
6600 
5810 
7480 
7900 
8500 
8840 
8540 
10300 
12500 
1080 
1260 
1380 
1540 
18\)0 
1920 
2150 
2450 
3000 
1351 
1565 
1770 
1816 
2168 
2258 
2346 
2585 
COUNTRY 
GERMANY 
1()80 
1260 
1400 
1580 
1810 
1930 
2170 
2540 
3880 
COUNTRY 
'IIORWAY 
1358 
1580 
1783 
1953 
2172 
2260 
2359 
2715 
COUNTRY 
USSR 
980 
1300 
1550 
1700 
1800 
1950 
2100 
2100 
2300 
2400 
2600 
2700 
2800 
3000 
3100 
3300 
3600 
4100 
4800 
6800 
1050 
l350 
1550 
1700 
1800 
1950 
2100 
2100 
2300 
2400 
2600 
2700 
2800 
3000 
3100 
3400 
36.00 
4200 
4800 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
6000 
7580 
8040 
8500 
8880 
9690 
10500 
15200 
6060 
7620 
8040 
8520 
SOlO 
9690 
10600 
1100 
13.i0 
2440 
1600 
!BlO 
1880 
2180 
2b00 
1413 
1643 
i8!7 
2031 
2180 
2288 
2363 
2850 
RI i.iER 
DANUBE 
llZt) 
1310 
1450 
jl340 
1850 
2020 
2240 
2690 
RT~JER 
GLlJMA 
1504 
1650 
1822 
2050 
2195 
2298 
2380 
2877 
RI~JER 
NEMAN 
1100 
1400 
160(1 
1700 
1800 
1950 
?100 
2100 
2300 
2400 
2600 
2700 
2800 
3000 
3200 
3400 
3600 
4300 
5200 
lISO 
1400 
1800 
1700 
1850 
1550 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2500 
2800 
2700 
2900 
3000 
3200 
3400 
3700 
4300 
5600 
RIVER 
FRASER 
6830 
7700 
8040 
8:)50 
9060 
9770 
10800 
7080 
7820 
8160 
8580 
8260 
9770 
10800 
1230 
1450 
~.6::;O 
1850 
2030 
2270 
2780 
1504 
16 ~'j 
1839 
2050 
2232 
2302 
2385 
3160 
:"'OCATION 
:-!OFKIRCHEN 
l23(! 
132(; 
1460 
1720 
1880 
2040 
2310 
2780 
LOCATiON 
L.ANGNES 
1518 
1707 
187::: 
2100 
2240 
2311 
2380 
32211 
LOCATION 
SMALWINKAI 
1150 
1400 
ISO!) 
1750 
.18::-;0 
2000 
2100 
2Z00 
2300 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2900 
3(;00 
320G 
3400 
3700 
4300 
5800 
1200 
j 40(; 
1550 
1.750 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2900 
3000 
3200 
3400 
380·) 
4600 
6200 
LOCATION 
HOPE 
7220 
7820 
8210 
867e 
9290 
9910 
1110;) 
7220 
7820 
8330 
8670 
9350 
997(, 
11300 
S·CAIION 
.£79.2 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
RIVER 
ASSINIBOINE 
LOCATION 
HEADINGLEY 
il7 
228 
'::'5 
32U 
473 
5.15 
202 
230 
340 
481 
C'. 
01 
139 
204 
223 
286 
346 
518 
82 
146 
236 
289 
360 
547 
65 
14B 
216 
248 
292 
382 
564 
sz 
153 
21B 
284 
300 
388 
566 
~ 14 
174 
217 
269 
306 
430 
592 
116 
i85 
222 
275 
317 
473 
595 
ST!'!TlON 
1;:"00 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
RIJER LOCATION 
S. SASKATCHEWAN MEDICINE HAT 
230 
649 
82:i 
l :)40 
1370 
2080 
3710 
~~FG2 
388 
1170 
1370 
154G 
218Ci 
3140 
31"7 
683 
824 
850 
1040 
1520 
208(1 
4080 
378 
683 
827 
553 
1070 
1550 
217,; 
381 524 
688 722 
889 912 
974 983 
1090 1090 
1630 1G90 
2200 2400 
572 575 
725 Tl~ 
940 940 
9St 981 
1090 1130 
1830 1840 
2550 2710 
581 
733 
952 
1')JO 
1280 
1880 
3060 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
RIVER LOCA"fION 
S. SASKATCHEWAN SASKATOON 
583 
855 
1070 1070 
1180 1190 
137(; 1420 
1570 1630 
2330 2420 
3370 3940 
583 
861 
595 
901 
632 
925 
1080 1110 1120 
1210 1250 1250 
1420 1420 1420 
1760 1780 1820 
2490 2830 2700 
793 
980 
818 
994 
1140 115l) 
1270 1280 
1530 1540 
1850 1970 
3060 3140 
COUNTRY RIVER LOCATION 
CANADA N. SASKATCHEWAN PRINCE ALBERT 
487 527 589 
758 762 765 
620 
770 
954 
623 
790 
991 
883 685 
786 788 
756 
875 
1050 
1200 
15iO 
1640 
2790 
'12t: 940 952 
:070 1110 1120 
1230 1250 1250 
!S40 1560 1570 
:650 1790 1800 
2830 2970 5300 
1130 
1270 
1570 
1980 
Si~nON 
MES8a 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
99 
;:42 
1f}1 
173 
185 
216 
262 
99 
148 
16& 
174 
195 
229 
264 
117 
150 
164 
179 
201 
230 
283 
118 
154 
166 
183 
202 
230 
317 
1140 
1280 
1570 
2091) 
lOW 1010 
1180 1180 
1340 1350 
1620 1620 
2160 2460 
RIVER 
HURRICANA 
125 
158 
167 
183 
204 
235 
337 
132 
158 
172 
185 
205 
240 
132 
161 
172 
192 
213 
244 
LOCATION 
AMOS 
135 
161 
173 
184 
213 
282 
s-; iF~ON 
~i"·SOa 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
RIVER 
WINNIPEG 
LOCATION 
SLAVE FALLS 
·:3;.:ii3 
, i)')ti 
125(; 
25!O 
!S90 
280(/ 
668 668 901 986 
1080 1060 1090 1100 
1270 1290 1370 1390 
1590 1720 1720 1750 
2040 2190 2260 2390 
1000 1020 
1140 1200 
1420 1450 
! 790 1920 
2410 2450 
1030 
1250 
1460 
1970 
2780 
41 
STATION 
HE1833 
COUNTRY 
CANADA 
RIVER 
SAGUENAY 
LOCATION 
ISLE-HALIGNE 
--------.... ---------.--------------------o:-------------:.~--_ .. 
2370 
3650 
4080 
4450 
4930 
5550 
8460 
9060 
2380 
3770 
4110 
4530 
4930 
5660 
6460 
9260 
STATION 
AB36 
2410 
3820 
4190 
4530 
4950 
5720 
6480 
COUNTRY 
HALl 
2.730 
3850 
4190 
4SS0 
5010 
5830 
6740 
2830 
3850. 
4250 
4640 
5070 
5920 
6770 
RIVER 
NIGER 
3400 
.3960 
4420 
4670 
5150 
6030 
6820 
3510 
405Q 
4420 
4670 
5180 
6120 
7390 
3600 
4050 
4420 
4870 
5270 
6370 
7930 
LOCATION 
DIRE 
-----,-------------'":"'----~-------------'------------~---
1947 
2157 
2279 
2384 
2440 
2640 
1965 
2199 
2300 
2384 
2447 
2647 
StATIOt-J 
AB7Z 
20.01 
2205 
2308 
2392 
2535 
2655 
C~TRY 
HALI 
2061 
2217 
2314 
2405 
2557 
2677 
2061 
2223 
2314 
2405 
2565 
2677 
212.0 
2223 
23Z.1 
2411 
2595 
RIVER 
NIGER. 
2139 
2262 
Z3l5 
2418 
2S25 
2145 
2289 
2359 
2431 
2632 
LOCATION 
KOULI K ORO 
... ---------------------------------:- ..... ------~-------------~- .. 
3846 
4980 
5437 
5910 
6380 
8640 
6980 
7740 
4010 
5000 
5~ 
6002 
6380 
6740 
7020 
7798 
STATION 
AE85 
4290 
5140 
5580 
617Q. 
6420 
8840 
7228 
8740 
COUNTRY 
USA 
4467 
5186 
5610 
-.6172 
6440 
6900 
7247 
9300 
4830 
5240 
5624 
6210 
8440 
6940 
7400 
9500 
4920 
5285 
5810 
.. B220 
8480 
6948 
7458 
9700 
4920 
5375 
57S0 
6220 
6540 
8980 
7560 
4980 
5375 
5790 
6280 
6550 
6980 
7610 
RIVER LOCATION 
PENOBSCOT WEST ENFIELO,tfE. 
------------------------~----------~-------------------_. 
821 
1130 
1360 
1540 
1780 
1970 
2350 
2962 
903 
1150 
1380 
1600 
1800 
1982 
2380 
3200 
STATION 
CGSO 
138 
308 
347 
391 
436 
472 
S20 
547 
584 
159 
312 
357 
393 
445 
474 
527 
552 
814 
917 
1175 
1420 
1800 
1830 
2010 
2430 
3540 
COUNTRY 
FINLAND 
183 
312 
357 
406 
454 
494 
527 
557 
616 
928 
1190 
1436 
1710 
1860 
2050 
2490 
4330 
857 
1220 
1440 
1720 
1890 
2150 
2594 
1000 
1250 
148.0 
1720 
1910 
2240 
2620 
RIVER 
KYJI'lIJOKI 
233 .. 258 
320 33B 
368 367 
412 415 
458 463 
507 507 
535 537 
558 5S3 
644 a58 
263 
342 
385 
416 
467 
508 
540 
514 
1040 
1270 
1520 
1756 
1911 
2325 
2679 
112.0 
1331 
1520 
1760 
1950 
2328 
2945 
LOCATION 
PERNOO 
270 
342 
385 
418 
471 
512 
542 
579 
290 
3.43 
388 
435 
471 
517 
546 
584 
STATION COUNTRY RIVER LOCATION ·STATION COUNTRY RIVER LOCATION 
CG81 FINLAND VUOKSI It1ATRA DF09 USSR NEVA NOVOSARATOVKA 
_._----------------------------------------------------- -------------------~-----------~-------------------------. 
333 341 408 448 461 46L 476 479 2000 230.0 2500 260.0 265.0 27.0.0 270.0 2700 
491 497 5.06 508 534 534 540 548 2700 2700 27.00 280.0 28.0.0 280.0 290.0 28.0.0 
561 582 59.0 599 6.03 6.03 6.04 6.05 290.0 280.0 29.00 2900 29.0.0 2900 293.0 3.00.0 
607 613 616 624 630 636 639 642 3000 3.000 3000 300.0 30.00 3.000 3000 3040 
642 642 651 651 651 656 658 659 310.0 3100 31.00 31.00 3100 3100 310.0 3100 
659 664 666 669 S73 677 677 677 3100 310.0 31.00 3200 32.0.0 3200 32.00 32.0.0 
6BO B94 68S 686 68S SS6 689 691 32.0.0 3200 32.00 324.0 3300 3300 330.0 3300 
702 703 7.03 7.03 7.03 7.03 7.06 71.0 3300 3300 330.0 332.0 3400 3§.00 34.0.0 34.00 
712 712 718 721 721 727 727 727 34.00 34.0.0 34.0.0 34.0.0 34.0.0 3400 340.0 344.0 
73.0 73.0 736 739 742 744 744 744 35.0.0 3500 3500 35.0.0 35.0.0 3500 35.0.0 3600 
744 747 756 759 76.0 76.0 766 766 360.0 3600 36.00 3600 380.0 37.00 37.00 37.00 
769 773 775 789 789 792 792 793 3800 38.0.0 390.0 38.0.0 38.0.0 390.0 3900 39.00 
794 794 785 799 803 8.06 818 829 4000 4.00.0 4000 400.0 40.oa 4.0.0.0 4.0.0.0 41.0.0 
836 839 840 946 864 88.0 882 887 41.0.0 420.0 43.00 45.00 4500 4600 
911 914 917 928 936 1.099 11.09 1137 
1146 1170 
STATION COUNTRY- - RIVER LOCATtON 
STATION COUNTRY RIVER LOCATION JE9955 CANADA ASSINI80INE BRANDON 
BF42 POLAND DOER .aozoowICE 
------------------------------------------------------
-----~----.. ----------------------------------------~.:.---"':"'~--- 22 23 37 39 47 49 70 71 
707 726 73:1 799 B2S 830 - 850 __ 860 74 75 77 81 8S as 90 90 
866 885 906 915 920 S42 970_ .. _ 915 94 99 99 103 105 112 U6 116 
978 1.070 1080 1110 1140 1160 1160 1170 120 133 134 134 135 145 146 151 
1200 1210 1210 1240 1240 J300 1300 1320 154 J57 159 159 165 165 166 174 
1320 1350 1360 137.0 1400 1400 1430 1470 184 187 199 202 210 212 214 217 
1550 1590 162.0 1680 1690 170.0 1710 171.0 222 229 241 243 258 259 303 314 
1740 1740 1800 1810 1830 1860 1930 2.07.0 360 360 422 430 450 484 541 603 
2140 2180 2290 2380 242.0 2450 2480 2650 651 
2990 3340 3720 
STATION COUNTRY RIUm LOCATION STATION COUNTRY RIVER LOCATION 
ClF29 SWEDEN UANERNGOTA UANESBORQ JE791 CANADA RED EMERSON 
--------------------------------------------------------- --------~----------------------------------------------
353 355 399 405 407 419 419 421 121 136 141 155 165 179 190 206 
450 454 455 462 467 473 475 477 213 223 225 227 312 328 348 362 
481 481 487 487 492 492 494 494 379 38B 394 411 413 433 445 476 
500 500 504 504 5.09 510 512 515 496 496 510 5.35 535_ S44 569 581 
516 518 527 529 535 535 537 539 589 663 683 685 725 733 736 753 
539 541 551 551 551 552 553 557 796 787 790 804 827 833 835 864 
564 564 568 568 570 574 578 590 940 943 954 1120 131.0 1310 1470 1550 
582 S82 594 594 585 58B SBB 590 1880 2870 
592 592 592 593 597 599 601 6.01 
603 607 609 610 615 619 .. 621 623 
625 629 63.0 632 634 634 636 636 
637 640 642 642 844 644 645 6j6 
648 648 648 652 654 658 86.0 663 
669 671 671 671. 672 873 873 675 
677 677 677 681 691 693 69.3 694 
702 706 706 7.08 712 .116 718 722 
726 726 728 731 731 135 737 739 
743 743 7iS 751 759 781 76B 7SB 
772 772 774 ""4 774 7SO .782 7B4 
794 798 917 B17 829 836 926 929 
938 1033 
42 
